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Abstract: It is well known that one-loop free energy of closed strings diverges above the
Hagedorn temperature. One explanation for this divergence is that a ‘winding mode’ in the
Euclidean time direction becomes tachyonic above the Hagedorn temperature. The Hage-
dorn transition of closed strings has been proposed as a phase transition via condensation
of this winding tachyon. However, we have not known the stable minimum of the potential
of this winding tachyon so far. On the other hand, we have previously calculated the finite
temperature effective potential of open strings on D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs, and shown
that a phase transition occurs near the Hagedorn temperature and D9-brane–anti-D9-brane
pairs become stable. In this paper, we present a conjecture that D9-brane–anti-D9-brane
pairs are created by the Hagedorn transition of closed strings, and describe some circumstan-
tial evidences. We compute two types of the cylinder amplitudes of open strings and show
that these amplitudes approach to the sphere amplitude of closed strings with two winding
tachyon insertion in the closed string vacuum limit together with the Hagedorn temperature
limit. We also show that the potential energy at the open string vacuum decreases limit-
lessly as the temperature approaches to the Hagedorn temperature. It is natural to think
that the open string vacuum becomes the global minimum near the Hagedorn temperature.
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1 Introduction
Since the early days of string theory, it was observed that perturbative string gas has
an interesting thermodynamic property. The string gas has a characteristic temperature
called the Hagedorn temperature [1]. The one-loop free energy of strings diverges above this
temperature. Over the past decades a considerable number of studies have been made on
the thermodynamic behavior of strings near the Hagedorn temperature. In type II string
theory, the Hagedorn temperature for closed strings and that for open strings are the same.
In the case of closed string gas, it has been said that the Hagedorn temperature is not
really a limiting temperature but rather is associated with a phase transition, in analogy to
the deconfining transition in QCD. This is because we can reach the Hagedorn temperature
by supplying finite energy in this case [2] [3]. One explanation for the divergence of free
energy is that a ‘winding mode’ in the Euclidean time direction in the Matsubara formalism
[4] becomes tachyonic above the Hagedorn temperature. Sathiapalan [5], Kogan [6] and At-
ick and Witten [7] have proposed the Hagedorn transition of closed strings via condensation
of this winding tachyon. Although significant effort has been devoted to search the stable
minimum of the potential of this winding tachyon, we have not succeeded in finding it out
so far. The potential of closed string tachyon should be calculated on the basis of closed
string field theory. However, this theory has not been well-established. That is why it is
difficult to find out the potential minimum.
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Previously, we have investigated thermodynamic behavior of coincident D-brane–anti-
D-brane pairs in type II string theory. Although brane-antibrane pairs are unstable at zero
temperature [8] (for a review see, e.g., Ref. [9]), we have pointed out in the previous papers
that, in some cases, these unstable branes become stable at sufficiently high temperature [10]
[11] [12].1 We have investigated thermodynamic properties of these branes by calculating
the finite temperature effective potential of open strings on these branes based on boundary
string field theory (BSFT). Let us describe the results, for example, in the case of the brane-
antibrane system in a 9-dimensional non-compact flat space. For D9-brane–D9-brane pairs,
a phase transition occurs at slightly below the Hagedorn temperature and the D9-brane–
D9-brane pairs become stable when the temperature increases. On the other hand, for
the Dp-brane–Dp-brane pairs with p ≤ 8, such a phase transition does not occur. We thus
concluded that not a lower dimensional brane-antibrane pairs but D9-brane–D9-brane pairs
are created near the Hagedorn temperature. Let us call this phase transition ‘thermal brane
creation transition’. This work is applied to cosmology [16], and is generalized to the case
that a D-brane and an anti-D-brane are separated [17].
There are signs that these two phase transitions, namely, the Hagedorn transition and
the thermal brane creation transition are related to each other. The first sign is concerning
to the thermodynamic balance of open strings and closed strings on D9-D9 pairs in type IIB
string theory. In the case of an open string gas on the D9-D9 pairs, we need infinite energy
to reach the Hagedorn temperature [2] [3]. This means that the Hagedorn temperature is a
‘limiting temperature’ for open strings on these branes. This is in sharp contrast to the case
of closed strings, in which we need finite energy to reach the Hagedorn temperature. Thus,
if we consider thermodynamic balance, open strings dominate the total energy of strings
[12]. The open string degrees of freedom are rather important than the closed string ones
near the Hagedorn temperature.
The second sign is concerning to world-sheet picture of the Hagedorn transition of
closed strings. Atick and Witten argued that, since the insertion of the winding tachyon
vertex operator corresponds to the creation of a tiny hole in the world-sheet which wraps
around the compactified Euclidean time, an infinite number of tiny holes are created in the
process of the winding tachyon condensation [7]. However, if we identify the boundary of
a hole created by winding tachyon vertex operator with a boundary of an open string, we
can regard this world-sheet as that of open strings on spacetime-filling branes. In the zero
temperature case, Shatashvili conjectured that the closed string world-sheet is obtained
from the open string one in the closed string vacuum limit [18], and it is examined based
on BSFT [19], on BCFT [20], on VSFT [21] and on CSFT [22] [23] [24] [25].
From these arguments we expect that the stable minimum of the Hagedorn transi-
tion of closed strings is related to the open string degrees of freedom. The main purpose
of this paper is to present a conjecture that D9-brane–D9-brane pairs are created by the
Hagedorn transition of closed strings, and describe some circumstantial evidences for this
conjecture. We concentrate on D9-brane–D9-brane pairs in type IIB string theory in this
paper, although we can deal with non-BPS D9-branes in type IIA string theory instead.
1For related discussions see Refs. [13] and [14] [15].
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The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 and §3, we review the Hagedorn transition
of closed strings and the thermal brane creation transition, respectively. In §4, we propose
the conjecture mentioned above. Then, we describe the circumstantial evidences for this
conjecture. In §5, we compute two types of open string amplitude, namely, the cylinder
amplitude and the cylinder amplitude with a single massless boson (massless closed string
in NS-NS sector) insertion. We show that each amplitude in the closed string vacuum
limit together with the Hagedorn temperature limit approaches to the sphere amplitude for
two winding tachyons, and to the sphere amplitude for two winding tachyons and a single
massless boson, respectively. It seems reasonable to conclude that the winding tachyon is
the closed string vacuum limit of the boundary of an open string. In §6, we compare the
potential energy at closed string vacuum with that at the open string vacuum. There is
good evidence to show that the open string vacuum becomes the potential minimum near
the Hagedorn temperature. We conclude in §7 with a discussion of future directions. We
have also included an appendix, in which we briefly explain the transformation between
the one-loop free energy of closed strings in S-representation (E-representation in Ref. [26])
and that in F-representation.
2 Hagedorn Transition of Closed Strings
We begin by reviewing the Hagedorn transition of closed strings [5] [6] [7]. We can com-
pute the one-loop free energy of strings by using Matsubara method. The one-loop world-
sheet of a closed string has torus topology. Then we can derive one-loop free energy in
the S-representation (E-representation) or F-representation. The free energy in the F-
representation is explicitly invariant under PSL(2,Z) modular transformation of world-sheet
torus. However, in order to explain the meaning of winding tachyon, it is convenient to
start with the proper time form of one-loop free energy, from which we can directly derive
one-loop free energy in S-representation. For ideal gas of many species of point-particles in
(d+ 1)-dimensional spacetime, it is given by
F (β) = − vd
(2pi)
d+1
2
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
s−
d+1
2
∑
Mb
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− M
2
b
2
s− w
2β2
2s
)
+
vd
(2pi)
d+1
2
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
s−
d+1
2
∑
Mf
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
− M
2
f
2
s− w
2β2
2s
)
, (2.1)
where Mb represents the mass of boson, and Mf that of fermion, and we take the sum
over mass eigenvalues. w is the number of times which the world line wind around the
compactified Euclidean time. We can compute the one-loop free energy of superstrings as
the collection of point-particles with superstring mass spectrum.
We consider the type IIB closed string gas in 10-dimensional spacetime. For the closed
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string gas, it is convenient to rewrite (2.1) as
F (β) = − 2
5v9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
∑
Mb
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
−piα′M2b τ2 −
2piw2β2
β2Hτ2
)
+
25v9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
∑
Mf
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
−piα′M2f τ2 −
2piw2β2
β2Hτ2
)
, (2.2)
by using the variable τ2 defined as
s = 2piα′τ2. (2.3)
α′ is the slope parameter and βH the inverse of the Hagedorn temperature
βH = 2pi
√
2α′. (2.4)
In this case, w is the number of times which the world-sheet wind around the compactified
Euclidean time. The mass square of closed superstrings in the light-cone gauge is given by
M2 =
2
α′
(
N − ν + N˜ − ν˜
)
, (2.5)
where N and N˜ denote the oscillation numbers of left-moving mode and right-moving mode,
respectively. These oscillation numbers depend on the periodicity condition of fermions on
the world-sheet. The oscillation number of the left-moving mode is given by
N = NB +NNS, (2.6)
for Neveu-Schwarz (NS) condition, and
N = NB +NR, (2.7)
for Ramond (R) condition, and the same for the right-moving mode. NB, NNS and NR are
ordinary written as operators. However, we need only their eigenvalues here, and they are
given by
NB =
9∑
I=2
∞∑
l=1
lnIl , (2.8)
NNS =
9∑
I=2
∞∑
r= 1
2
rnIr, (2.9)
NR =
9∑
I=2
∞∑
m=1
mnIm, (2.10)
where nIl = 0, 1, 2, · · · and nIr, nIm = 0, 1. ν and ν˜ are 1/2 for NS mode, and 0 for R mode.
The eigenvalues of the GSO projection operators for the left-moving mode are given by
PNS =
1
2
{
1− (−1)
∑9
I=2
∑
∞
r=1
2
nIr
}
, (2.11)
PR =
1
2
{
1 + (−1)
∑
9
I=2
∑
∞
m=1 n
I
m+
∑
4
a=1 na
}
, (2.12)
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Figure 1. Shaded region is the domain of integration S in the S-representation.
and the same for the right-moving mode. na is related to the zero modes of R fermion and
na = 0, 1. In order to impose level-matching condition
(N − ν)−
(
N˜ − ν˜
)
= 0, (2.13)
we insert the integral representation of Kronecker-delta,
δN−ν,N˜−ν˜ =
∫ 1
2
− 1
2
dτ1 exp
[
2piiτ1
(
N − ν − N˜ + ν˜
)]
, (2.14)
to the summation over the mass eigenvalues in equation (2.2). Taking these conditions into
consideration, we obtain the one-loop free energy in the S-representation as2
Fc(β) = − 8(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫
S
d2τ
τ62
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ)∣∣8
×
[{(
ϑ43 − ϑ44
) (
ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44
)
+ ϑ42ϑ¯
4
2
}
(0|τ)
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
)
−{(ϑ43 − ϑ44) ϑ¯42 + ϑ42 (ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44)} (0|τ)
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
)]
,
(2.15)
where τ = τ1 + iτ2, and the domain of integration S is sketched in Figure 1. Comparing
this with the results of path integral calculation, we can identify τ as moduli parameter
of torus world-sheet. However, this free energy is not explicitly invariant under PSL(2,Z)
modular transformation, which is generated by the shift T and the inversion S defined as
T : τ → τ + 1, (2.16)
S : τ → − 1
τ
. (2.17)
We can transform the free energy into modular invariant form by using unfolding technique
[26] [27], as we shortly see in the Appendix A. Then we obtain the one-loop free energy in
2We can add w = 0 terms in the braces, since these terms cancel out due to the identity (2.20).
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the F-representation as [7]
Fc(β) = − 8(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ)∣∣8
∞∑
m,n=−∞
′
e−Sβ(m,n)
×{(ϑ42ϑ¯42 + ϑ43ϑ¯43 + ϑ44ϑ¯44) (0|τ) + (−1)m+n (ϑ42ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯42) (0|τ)
−(−1)n (ϑ42ϑ¯43 + ϑ43ϑ¯42) (0|τ) − (−1)m (ϑ43ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯43) (0|τ)} , (2.18)
where we have defined
Sβ(m,n) =
2piβ2
β2Hτ2
(
n2 +m2|τ |+ 2τ1mn
)
. (2.19)
The domain of integration F is one of the fundamental regions of modular transformation,
and is sketched in Figure 2. The prime over the sum indicates the exclusion of m = n = 0.
We can add m = n = 0 term and get rid of the prime over the sum, since the term vanishes
due to well-known aequatio identica satis abstrusa
ϑ42(0|τ) − ϑ43(0|τ) + ϑ44(0|τ) = 0. (2.20)
The free energy in this expression is explicitly modular invariant [7]. In order to see this,
it is sufficient to prove the invariance under the transformations (2.16) and (2.17). For the
shift T (2.16), we can verify it by using the modular transformation of the Jacobi theta
functions
ϑ1
′(0|τ) = epii4 ϑ1′(0|τ + 1), (2.21)
ϑ2(0|τ) = e
pii
4 ϑ2(0|τ + 1), (2.22)
ϑ3(0|τ) = ϑ4(0|τ + 1), (2.23)
ϑ4(0|τ) = ϑ3(0|τ + 1), (2.24)
and replacing m′ = m and n′ = m+ n, and for the inversion S (2.17), by using
ϑ1
′(0|τ) = e 3pii4 τ− 32ϑ1′
(
0
∣∣∣∣−1τ
)
, (2.25)
ϑ2(0|τ) = e
pii
4 τ−
1
2ϑ4
(
0
∣∣∣∣−1τ
)
, (2.26)
ϑ3(0|τ) = e
pii
4 τ−
1
2ϑ3
(
0
∣∣∣∣−1τ
)
, (2.27)
ϑ4(0|τ) = e
pii
4 τ−
1
2ϑ2
(
0
∣∣∣∣−1τ
)
, (2.28)
and replacing m′ = −n and n′ = m. Let us denote the greatest common divisor of integers
x and y as [x, y]. Then w in (2.15) and m, n in (2.18) are related as [m,n] = w as is
explained in Ref. [26] and [27], as we see in Appendix A.
In order to see the winding tachyon, we further transform this one-loop free energy by
using the Poisson resummation formula
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n) =
∞∑
j=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
du exp(2piiju)f(u). (2.29)
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Figure 2. Shaded region is the domain of integration F in the F-representation.
For example, for the first term in the braces in (2.18), the summation over m and n is
transformed as
∞∑
m,n=−∞
e−Sβ(m,n) =
∞∑
m,n=−∞
exp
[
−{n2 + 2mnτ1 +m2(τ21 + τ22 )} 2piβ2β2Hτ2
]
=
∞∑
m,j=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
du exp(2piiju) exp
[
−{u2 + 2muτ1 +m2(τ21 + τ22 )} 2piβ2β2Hτ2
]
=
∞∑
m,j=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
du exp
[
−
{(
u+mτ1 − ijβ
2
Hτ2
β2
)2
+
j2β4Hτ
2
2
4β4
+
imjβ2Hτ1τ2
β2
+m2τ22
}
2piβ2
β2Hτ2
]
=
βH
β
√
τ2
2
∞∑
m,j=−∞
exp
[
−2pi
(
j2β2Hτ2
4β2
+ imjτ1 +
m2β2τ2
β2H
)]
. (2.30)
We can also transform other terms similarly, if we notice that, for example, (−1)m = epiim.
Then, we obtain the one-loop free energy in dual-representation as [7]
Fc(β) = − 4
√
2(2pi)8v9
β9Hβ
∫
F
d2τ
τ
11
2
2
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ)∣∣8
×

(ϑ42ϑ¯42 + ϑ43ϑ¯43 + ϑ44ϑ¯44) (0|τ)∑
m,j
D1(m, j, β; τ)
+
(
ϑ42ϑ¯
4
4 + ϑ
4
4ϑ¯
4
2
)
(0|τ)
∑
m,j
D2
(
m, j +
1
2
, β; τ
)
− (ϑ42ϑ¯43 + ϑ43ϑ¯42) (0|τ)∑
m,j
D1
(
m, j +
1
2
, β; τ
)
− (ϑ43ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯43) (0|τ)∑
m,j
D2(m, j, β; τ)

 , (2.31)
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where we have defined
D1(m, j, β; τ) = exp
[−SDβ (m, j; τ)] , (2.32)
D2(m, j, β; τ) = (−1)m exp
[−SDβ (m, j; τ)] , (2.33)
SDβ (m, j; τ) = 2pi
(
m2
β2
β2H
τ2 + imjτ1 + j
2 β
2
H
4β2
τ2
)
. (2.34)
The form of SDβ (m, j; τ) is reminiscent of T-duality [28] [29]. However, this one-loop free
energy is not invariant under the exchange of
√
2β/βH and βH/(
√
2β).3 If we focus on
m = ±1, j = 0 part in (ϑ43ϑ¯43 + ϑ44ϑ¯44) term and (ϑ43ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯43) term, we obtain a factor
exp[−2pi(β2 − β2H)τ2/β2H ].4 It diverges as τ2 → ∞ if β < βH . This is the origin of the
divergence of the one-loop free energy above the Hagedorn temperature. Put it another
way, comparing with the proper time form of one-loop free energy (2.2), we can express the
‘mass’ of these modes as
M2 =
2
α′
β2 − β2H
β2H
, (2.35)
and they become tachyonic for β < βH . These modes are called winding tachyon. It is
noteworthy that this winding tachyon corresponds to the closed string winding once around
the compactified Euclidean time. Since [±1, l] = 1 for an arbitrary integer l, the m = ±1
terms come from w = 1 terms in (2.15), and corresponding world-sheet winds around the
compactified Euclidean time once. Sathiapalan [5], Kogan [6] and Atick and Witten [7]
have proposed that the phase transition occurs via the condensation of these tachyonic
modes. Atick and Witten further argued about the world-sheet picture of strings [7]. The
insertion of the winding tachyon vertex operator means the creation of a tiny hole in the
world-sheet which wraps around the compactified Euclidean time. Thus, the addition of
the winding tachyon vertex operators to the world-sheet action induces the creation of a
sea of such holes. At low temperature, sphere world-sheet does not contribute to the free
energy, since it cannot wrap the compactified Euclidean time. However, if we consider the
condensation of winding tachyon above the Hagedorn temperature, the sphere world-sheet
is no longer simply connected, and it contributes to the free energy above the Hagedorn
temperature. From the calculation of the coupling of a dilaton and two winding tachyons
they inferred that the Hagedorn transition is first order phase transition, and that it takes
place at slightly below the Hagedorn temperature.
It should be noted that these modes can be interpreted as winding tachyon only in
the Matsubara formalism, namely, if we perform the Wick rotation of the time direction
and compactified it with period β. As we can see from above calculation, the winding
tachyon is derived by regarding temperature dependent part as mass part in the free energy.
We cannot identify which modes condensate to what extent in Lorentzian time when this
winding tachyon condensates in the Euclidean time.
3In heterotic string theory, one-loop free energy is invariant under this type of transformation [26].
4If we focus on m = 0, j = ±1 part instead, these terms cancel each other.
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3 Thermal Brane Creation Transition
In this section we review our previous work about coincident D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs
at finite temperature [10] [11] [12]. We have investigated the thermodynamic properties
of the D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs by calculating the finite temperature effective action of
open strings on these branes. We can evaluate the tachyon potential for a D-brane–anti-D-
brane pair by using BSFT [30] [31] [32] [33]. This theory is based on the Batalin-Vilkoviski
formalism [34]. The effective action for tachyon field is provided by the master equation of
this formalism. In the case of superstrings, the solution of the classical master equation is
given by [35] tachyon3 [37] [38]
Ieff = Z, (3.1)
where Ieff is the spacetime effective action and Z is the disk partition function of the
two-dimensional world-sheet theory. If we calculate this solution in a constant tachyon
background in the case of a single Dp-Dp pair in type II string theory, we obtain the
tachyon potential [35] [38] [39]
V (T ) = 2τpvp exp(−8|T |2), (3.2)
where T is a complex scalar tachyon field and vp is the p-dimensional volume of the system
that we are considering. τp is the tension of a Dp-brane, which is defined by
τp =
1
(2pi)pα′
p+1
2 gs
, (3.3)
where gs is the coupling constant of strings. The potential has the maximum at T = 0 and
has the minimum at |T | = ∞ in this case. We can adjust the overall coefficient such that
this potential satisfies Sen’s conjecture [40] [41] [42] [43], that is, the potential height equals
to the tension of the Dp-Dp pair.
In order to calculate the free energy by using the Matsubara method in the ideal gas
approximation, we must calculate the one-loop amplitude. We have assumed that the
relation (3.1) also holds if we include the higher loop correction of the world-sheet theory,
namely, if Z is the partition function to all orders of the two-dimensional world-sheet theory.
If we consider the one-loop amplitude based on BSFT, we are confronted with the problem
of the choice of the Weyl factors [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52]. Andreev and Oft
have proposed the following form of boundary action in the Minkowski spacetime in type
II string theory [44]:
I∂Σ =
∫ 2piτ
0
dσ2
∫ pi
0
dσ1
[|T |2δ(σ1) + |T |2δ(pi − σ1)] , (3.4)
where we have used the Euclidean convention [53]. This action is natural in the sense that
both sides of the cylinder world-sheet are treated on an equal footing in this case. They
proposed this action on the basis of the principle that low energy part of one-loop free
energy should coincide with that of the tachyon field model [35] [36] [38] [39].
We have investigated Dp-Dp pairs in a 9-dimensional non-compact flat space [10]. If
we compute the one-loop amplitude in the space where the Euclidean time direction is
– 9 –
compactified with period β, we obtain the free energy. We will explain the precise derivation
in the case of a Dp-Dp pair in §5. The result is
Fo(T, β) = − 2(2pi)
4vp
βp+1H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ
τ−
p+1
2 e−4pi|T |
2τ
×
[{
ϑ3(0|iτ)
ϑ1
′(0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=1
exp
(
−piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}
−
{
ϑ2(0|iτ)
ϑ1
′(0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
−piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}]
. (3.5)
This free energy can also be obtained from the proper time form of the free energy [54] [55]
[56]. For open string gas on Dp-Dp pairs, it is convenient to express (2.1) as
F (β) = − vp
βp+1H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ
p+3
2
∑
Mb
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
−2piα′M2b τ −
piw2β2
β2Hτ
)
+
vp
βp+1H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ
p+3
2
∑
Mf
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
−2piα′M2f τ −
piw2β2
β2Hτ
)
, (3.6)
by using the variable τ defined as
s = 4piα′τ. (3.7)
The difference of definition of integration variables (2.3) and (3.7) cause the difference in
the power of exponential. w is the number of times which the world-sheet wind around
the compactified Euclidean time, like in the case of closed strings. We can derive the free
energy (3.5) by substituting the mass square in the light-cone gauge [10]
M2 =
1
α′
(
N + 2|T |2 − ν) , (3.8)
where the oscillation number is given by (2.6) for NS condition and (2.7) for R condition. ν
is 1/2 for NS mode, and 0 for R mode like in the closed string case. If we consider multiple
D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs, for example, N Dp-Dp pairs, we need to replace the tachyon
field T to the (N,N ) representation of the U(N)×U(N) gauge group, which we denote by
T [57]. In this case, the tachyon potential is given by
V (T) = 2τpvp Tr exp
(
−8T†T
)
, (3.9)
and it has the maximum at T = 0 (0 is the N × N zero matrix). We have explicitly
calculated the finite temperature effective potential in the case that T = diag(T · · ·T ). We
have computed it by using the microcanonical ensemble method, since we cannot trust the
canonical ensemble method near the Hagedorn temperature in general [58] [59]. One may
notice that, in the D9-D9 pair case which we are most interested in, two methods lead to
the same results [10].
– 10 –
We summarize here the results of our previous works about the finite temperature
systems of D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs in a constant tachyon background [10] [11] [12]. We
have investigated Dp-Dp pairs in a 9-dimensional non-compact flat space. The result of the
D9-D9 pair case is in sharp contrast to that of the Dp-Dp pair case with p ≤ 8. In the
case of N D9-D9 pairs, the |T |2 term of the finite temperature effective potential near the
Hagedorn temperature is approximated as[
−16Nτ9v9 + 8piN
2v9
β10H
ln
(
piβ10H E
2N2v9
)]
|T |2, (3.10)
where E is the energy of open strings. We must impose the condition that the ’t Hooft
coupling is very small, namely,
gsN ≪ 1, (3.11)
for the ideal gas approximation. Because the first term in the coefficient of |T |2 is a constant
as long as v9 and τ9 are fixed, and the second term is an increasing function of E, the sign
of the |T |2 term changes from negative to positive as E increases. The coefficient vanishes
at the critical temperature Tc which is given by
Tc ≃ β−1H
[
1 + exp
(
−β
10
H τ9
piN
)]−1
. (3.12)
This implies that T = 0 is the potential minimum above the critical temperature. From
this we can see that a phase transition occurs at the critical temperature Tc, which is
slightly below the Hagedorn temperature, and the D9-D9 pairs are stable above this critical
temperature. The total energy at the critical temperature is a decreasing function of N
as long as the ’t Hooft coupling is very small in these cases. This implies that a large
number N of D9-D9 pairs are created simultaneously. In order to understand the precise
thermodynamic behavior, we need to perform a non-perturbative calculation. For the Dp-
Dp pairs with p ≤ 8, on the other hand, the coefficient remains negative near the Hagedorn
temperature, so that such a phase transition does not occur. We thus concluded that, in
type IIB string theory, not lower dimensional Dp-Dp pairs but D9-D9 pairs are created
near the Hagedorn temperature. This is the thermal brane creation transition which we
mentioned in §1.
We have also investigated Dp-Dp pairs in a toroidal space. We have supposed that
D-dimensional space is toroidally compactified and that the rest of the (9−D)-dimensional
space is left uncompactified (M1,9−D×TD). We have also assumed that the Dp-Dp pairs ex-
tend in the d-dimensional space in the non-compact direction, and in the (p−d)-dimensional
space in the toroidal direction. If D + d = 9, that is, the Dp-Dp pairs are extended in all
the non-compact directions, the thermal brane creation transition occurs near the Hagedorn
temperature and these branes become stable. On the other hand, if D+ d ≤ 8, that is, the
Dp-Dp pairs are not extended in all the non-compact directions, the thermal brane creation
transition does not occur. It is noteworthy that spacetime-filling branes, D9-D9 pairs in
the type IIB case, are created at sufficiently high energy not only in a non-compact space
but also in a toroidal space, since these branes always satisfy D + d = 9.
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4 Conjecture
In this section we contemplate the relationship between two phase transitions, that is, the
Hagedorn transition of closed strings and the thermal brane creation transition. Let us
consider the situation that there are closed strings together with open strings in type IIB
string theory. Previously we studied the thermodynamic balance between closed strings
and open strings in the presence of D9-D9 pairs in the ideal gas approximation near the
Hagedorn temperature [12]. In this case, energy flows from closed strings to open strings,
and open strings dominate the total energy. This is because we can reach the Hagedorn
temperature for closed strings by supplying finite energy, while we need infinite energy to
reach the Hagedorn temperature for open strings on these branes. This implies that, as the
temperature increases, the creation of D9-D9 pairs begin before closed strings are highly
excited.
Let us return to the world-sheet picture of winding tachyon we have described in §2.
Atick and Witten argued about the meaning of the condensation of the winding tachyon
[7]. The insertion of the winding tachyon vertex operator corresponds to the creation of a
tiny hole in the world-sheet which wraps around the compactified Euclidean time, and the
condensation of winding tachyon induces an infinite number of tiny holes in the world-sheet.
However, what is the hole of closed string world-sheet? Let us try to think about it from
a different point of view. Taking a time slice of a sphere world-sheet with some winding
tachyon insertion, we obtain open strings because the boundaries of holes wind around the
Euclidean time direction. Therefore, this world-sheet represents open strings propagating
in the Euclidean time direction. Then we can identify the boundary of a hole created by
winding tachyon vertex operator with a boundary of an open string on a D9-D9 pair, and
the insertion of winding tachyon vertex operator means the insertion of the boundary of
open strings in the tiny hole limit, which wraps the compactified Euclidean time once. Then
the sphere world-sheet with multiple winding tachyon vertex operator insertion is naturally
reinterpreted as multi-loop world-sheet of open strings. If we enlarge the size of this hole,
we can describe open strings with arbitrary boundary. Therefore, we present the following
conjecture in type IIB string theory :
D9-brane–D9-brane pairs are created by the Hagedorn transition of closed strings.
That is to say, above two phase transitions are two aspects of one phase transition. In
the sense that T = 0 is the perturbative vacuum of open strings, this is a phase transition
from the closed string vacuum to the open string vacuum. In other words, the open string
vacuum becomes the stable minimum of the Hagedorn transition near the Hagedorn tem-
perature. In the following two sections we describe some circumstantial evidences for this
conjecture.
5 Correspondence in the Closed String Vacuum Limit
In this section, we consider two types of open string amplitude close to the closed string
vacuum near the Hagedorn temperature. We show that the cylinder amplitude for large
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|T | has the form of the propagator of winding tachyon. We also show that the cylinder
amplitude with a single massless boson insertion approaches to the sphere amplitude with
two winding tachyons and a single massless boson insertion by taking the closed string
vacuum limit together with the Hagedorn temperature limit appropriately. This enables us
that we can identify a vertex operator of winding tachyon as the closed string vacuum limit
of the boundary of an open string world-sheet, which wraps once around the compactified
Euclidean time.
5.1 Cylinder World-sheet
Let us consider the cylinder amplitude of open strings on a D9-D9 pair. In the ideal gas
approximation, free energy of open strings can be obtained by calculating cylinder amplitude
in the space where the Euclidean time direction is compactified with period β. In the case
of open string gas on a BPS D-brane, it was shown that the one-loop free energy of open
strings can be transformed to the propagator of a closed string [60]. We here perform similar
calculation in the case of open string gas on a D9-D9 pair. As we have mentioned in §3, we
can compute the one-loop free energy of open strings on a Dp-Dp pair as (3.5) on the basis
of BSFT. For the p = 9 case, it reads
Fo(T, β) = − 2(2pi)
4v9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ6
e−4pi|T |
2τ
×
[{
ϑ3(0|iτ)
ϑ1
′(0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=1
exp
(
−piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}
−
{
ϑ2(0|iτ)
ϑ1
′(0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
−piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}]
. (5.1)
For the later convenience we show the concrete derivation of the cylinder amplitude and
the free energy by using the operator formalism. The cylinder amplitude is given by
AC2(T, β) = 2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
2τ
e−I∂Σ
[
Tr
{
(−1)Gbcb0c0(−1)G
βγ
NS exp
(−2piτHΣNS)}
+Tr
{
(−1)Gbcb0c0(−1)G
βγ
R exp
(−2piτHΣR)}] . (5.2)
The overall factor two comes from the following fact. Let (D9,D9) represent an open string
whose one end is on D9-brane while the other end on D9-brane. Then we must impose the
GSO projection for (D9,D9) and (D9,D9), and the opposite GSO projection for (D9,D9)
and (D9,D9). Thus, the sum of these contributions gives factor two. We choose the form
of the boundary action as (3.4), which can be calculated as
I∂Σ = 4piτ |T |2. (5.3)
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The Hamiltonian for world-sheet bulk can be expressed as
HΣNS = α
′
9∑
µ=0
(kˆµ)
2 +
9∑
µ=0
∞∑
l=1
αµ−lα
µ
l +
9∑
µ=0
∞∑
r= 1
2
rbµ−rb
µ
r
+
∞∑
l=1
l (b−lcl + c−lbl) +
∞∑
r= 1
2
r (β−rγr + γ−rβr)− 1
2
, (5.4)
for NS sector and
HΣR = α
′
9∑
µ=0
(kˆµ)
2 +
9∑
µ=0
∞∑
l=1
αµ−lα
µ
l +
9∑
µ=0
∞∑
m=1
mdµ−md
µ
m
+
∞∑
l=1
l (b−lcl + c−lbl) +
∞∑
m=1
m (β−mγm + γ−mβm) , (5.5)
for R sector. kˆµ denotes momentum operator. αn, br and dm stand for the oscillators of
world-sheet bosons, NS fermions and R fermions, respectively, and cn, bn, βr and γr that
of ghosts, anti-ghosts, superconformal ghosts and superconformal anti-ghosts, respectively.
The ghost number operator is defined as
Gbc =
∞∑
l=1
(c−lbl − b−lcl) + c0b0, (5.6)
and the superconformal ghost number operators as
GβγNS = −
∞∑
r= 1
2
(γ−rβr + β−rγr) , (5.7)
GβγR = −
∞∑
m=1
(γ−mβm + β−mγm)− γ0β0, (5.8)
for NS sector and R sector, respectively.
Each part of the trace is calculated as follows. The momentum operator kˆ0 has discrete
eigenvalue, since the Euclidean time is compactified with radius β/(2pi). In the case of
periodic boundary condition in this direction, then the trace over the momentum mode
states is calculated as5
Tr exp
[
−2piτα′(kˆ0)2
]
=
∞∑
n=−∞
exp
[
−2piτα′
(
2pin
β
)2]
=
∞∑
w=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
du exp(2piiwu) exp
(
− piβ
2
Hτ
β2
u2
)
=
β
βH
τ−
1
2
∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
, (5.9)
5We can restrict k0 to be positive and replace the integration measure dτ/(2τ ) by dτ/τ from the starting
point. However, we need to be careful to deal with the difference between n = 0 term and w = 0 one in
such a case.
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where we have used the Poisson resummation formula (2.29). In the case of antiperiodic
boundary condition, we obtain
Tr exp
[
−2piτα′(kˆ0)2
]
=
β
βH
τ−
1
2
∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
. (5.10)
In other directions, the trace over momentum mode states gives Gaussian Integral as
Tr exp
[
−2piτα′
9∑
i=1
(kˆi)2
]
=
v9
(2pi)9
∫ ∞
−∞
d9k exp
[
−2piτα′
9∑
i=1
(kˆi)2
]
= v9β
−9
H τ
− 9
2 . (5.11)
For the oscillators of world-sheet bosons we get
Tr exp

−2piτ 9∑
µ=0
∞∑
l=1
αµ−lα
µ
l

 =
[ ∞∏
l=1
{1− exp (−2piτl)}
]−10
. (5.12)
The contribution from the world-sheet fermions is given by
Tr exp

−2piτ 9∑
µ=0
∞∑
r= 1
2
rbµ−rb
µ
r

 =

 ∞∏
r= 1
2
{1 + exp (−2piτr)}


10
, (5.13)
for NS sector and
Tr exp

−2piτ 9∑
µ=0
∞∑
m=1
mdµ−md
µ
m

 = 25
[ ∞∏
m=1
{1 + exp (−2piτm)}
]10
, (5.14)
for R sector, respectively. The factor 25 in R sector comes from the sum over zero mode
states. The ghost part can be calculated by using the fact that the expectation value of
c0b0 in the ground states satisfies
〈↓ |(−1)c0b0b0c0| ↓〉 = 1, (5.15)
〈↑ |(−1)c0b0b0c0| ↑〉 = 0. (5.16)
The result is
Tr
{
(−1)Gbcb0c0 exp
[
−2piτ
∞∑
l=1
l (b−lcl + c−lbl)
]}
=
[ ∞∏
l=1
{1− exp (−2piτl)}
]2
.(5.17)
The part of superconformal ghost is calculated as
Tr

(−1)G
βγ
NS exp

−2piτ ∞∑
r= 1
2
r (β−rγr + γ−rβr)



 =

 ∞∏
r= 1
2
{1 + exp (−2piτr)}


−2
,
(5.18)
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for NS sector, and
Tr
{
(−1)GβγR exp
[
−2piτ
∞∑
m=1
m (β−mγm + γ−mβm)
]}
=
1
2
[ ∞∏
m=1
{1 + exp (−2piτm)}
]−2
,
(5.19)
for R sector, respectively. The overall factor 1/2 in the R sector case comes from the infinite
sum related to the zero modes. Collecting all these together, we obtain
AC2(T, β) =
(2pi)4βv9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ6
e−4piτ |T |
2
×
[{
ϑ3 (0|iτ)
ϑ′1 (0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}
−
{
ϑ2 (0|iτ)
ϑ′1 (0|iτ)
}4{ ∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}]
. (5.20)
The free energy (5.1) can be obtained by dividing by (−β) and omit the w = 0 term. If we
include this w = 0 term to the free energy, it is interpreted as the vacuum energy, since it
does not depend on β. Thus, we subtract this term.
Now, we are ready to investigate the amplitude in the closed string vacuum limit. For
large but finite |T |, the contribution of the amplitude comes from only small τ part. From
the boundary action (3.4) we can see that this part corresponds to the tiny hole case. It
also corresponds to the high temperature case, since only small τ part contribute when β
is close to βH . It is convenient to define
t =
1
τ
, (5.21)
and take large t limit. By using the parameter t, the amplitude can be rewritten as
AC2(T, β) =
(2pi)4βv9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dt exp
(
− 4pi|T |
2
t
)
×
[{
ϑ3(0|it)
ϑ1
′(0|it)
}4{ ∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
−piw
2β2t
β2H
)}
−
{
ϑ4(0|it)
ϑ1
′(0|it)
}4{ ∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
−piw
2β2t
β2H
)}]
, (5.22)
where we have used the modular transformation of the Jacobi theta functions (2.25) ∼
(2.28). If we ignore the w = 0 term, then w = ±1 terms give the largest contribution for
large t. The leading term in the large t region is given by
AC2(T, β) ≃
4βv9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dt exp
(
− 4pi|T |
2
t
− pi β
2 − β2H
β2H
t
)
. (5.23)
In the case of t≫ |T |2, we can ignore the |T |2 term in the exponent in the integrand. Then
this leading term of the amplitude corresponds to the propagator of zero momentum winding
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Figure 3. The cylinder world-sheet (left) approaches to the sphere world-sheet with two winding
tachyons insertion (right).
tachyon. Momentum conservation in the directions with Neumann boundary conditions sets
the momentum to zero [60]. At first glance, it seems that the mass in this case is a half of
winding tachyon one (2.35). However, this difference comes from the factor 2 difference of
(2.3) and (3.7). We can derive exact winding tachyon propagator by replacing t by 2t. It
is noteworthy that above leading term comes from the cylinder world-sheet wrapping once
around the compactified Euclidean time. As we have mentioned in §2, the winding tachyon
corresponds to the closed string winding once around the compactified Euclidean time.
Let us compare this one-loop amplitude in the open string case with the sphere am-
plitude with two winding tachyons insertion in the closed string case. For the latter case,
winding tachyon vertex operators become marginal when β = βH , and winding tachyon
becomes massless. The sphere amplitude for two closed strings vanishes, since it is divided
by an infinite volume of residual conformal Killing group [53]. For the former case, we
consider the closed string vacuum limit |T | → ∞ together with the Hagedorn temperature
limit β → βH . By using the modified Bessel function Kν(χ), the amplitude can be rewritten
as
AC2(T, β) ≃
64piv9|T |2
β9Hχ
K1(χ), (5.24)
where we have defined
χ =
4pi|T |
√
β2 − β2H
βH
. (5.25)
Let us assume that χ→∞, as |T | → ∞ and β → βH .6 Then using the asymptotic form of
the modified Bessel function
Kν(χ) ≃
√
pi
2χ
e−χ, (5.26)
we obtain the following form of the amplitude
AC2(T, β) ≃
4
√
2 v9|T | 12
β
15
2
H (β
2 − β2H)
3
4
exp

− 4pi|T |
√
β2 − β2H
βH

 . (5.27)
Thus, if we assume that
|T | 12
(β2 − β2H)
3
4
exp
(
− 4pi|T |
√
β2 − βH2
βH
)
→ 0, (5.28)
6If we instead take the χ→ 0 limit, the amplitude diverges.
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as |T | → ∞ and β → βH , the one-loop amplitude vanishes. This limit is consistent with
χ→∞. Therefore, if we take the appropriate limit, the cylinder amplitude approaches to
the sphere amplitude for two winding tachyons, as is depicted in Figure 3.
5.2 Cylinder World-sheet with a Single Massless Boson Insertion
In this subsection, we show that the cylinder amplitude with a single massless boson inser-
tion approaches to the sphere amplitude with two winding tachyons and a massless boson
insertion in the closed string vacuum limit together with the Hagedorn temperature limit.
Let us first compute the sphere amplitude for two winding tachyons and a massless boson
by using operator product expansion (OPE). This type of amplitude was calculated in the
heterotic string case by Schulgin and Troost [62]. We calculate it in type II string theory.
In the case of β = βH , winding tachyon is massless, and its vertex operator is marginal.
The vertex operator of zero momentum winding tachyon in (−1,−1) picture is given by
[53]
V−1,−1w=±1 = gse−φ−φ˜ : exp
[
±i
√
2
α′
X˜0(z)
]
:, (5.29)
where we have defined
X˜0(z) = X0L(z)−X0R(z), (5.30)
and w denotes the winding number. X0L describes left-moving modes of X
0, and X0R right-
moving modes. φ and φ˜ stand for the bosonized superconformal ghosts. We pick up zero
momentum winding tachyon because it is argued that the Hagedorn transition occurs via its
condensation. It is consistent to its correspondence to the Neumann boundary condition of
open strings on a D9-D9 pair in the closed string vacuum limit. In order to obtain non-zero
amplitude, we should insert the same number of w = +1 vertex operators and w = −1
ones into the sphere world-sheet. This can be interpreted as the conservation of winding
number. We here consider the insertion of a single w = +1 vertex operator and a single
w = −1 one, so that the world-sheet wraps once around the compactified Euclidean time.
The vertex operator for NS-NS zero momentum massless boson in (0, 0) picture is given by
V0,0eµν =
2gs
α′
eµν : ∂X
µ
L(z)∂X
ν
R(z) : . (5.31)
Only µ = 0, ν = 0 component remains after taking the contraction with the vertex operators
of winding tachyon. Massless modes of closed strings in NS-NS sector contain graviton,
dilaton and Kalb-Ramond fields. We will insert zero momentum vertex operators into the
sphere world-sheet in order that the momentum conservation will be satisfied. We need to
evaluate OPE of these vertex operators. The OPE of XL and XR is given by
XµL(z1)X
ν
L(z2) ∼ −
α′
2
δµν ln z12, (5.32)
XµR(z1)X
ν
R(z2) ∼ −
α′
2
δµν ln z12, (5.33)
XµL(z1)X
ν
R(z2) ∼ 0, (5.34)
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where zij = zi − zj . Then the world-sheet boson part of the OPE in the product of above
three vertex operators is evaluated as
: exp
[
i
√
2
α′
X˜0(z1)
]
:: exp
[
−i
√
2
α′
X˜0(z2)
]
:: ∂X0L∂X
0
R(z3) : ∼
α′
2
1
|z13|2|z23|2 ,(5.35)
and the expectation value of this part as〈
: exp
[
i
√
2
α′
X˜0(z1)
]
:: exp
[
−i
√
2
α′
X˜0(z2)
]
:: ∂X0L∂X
0
R(z3) :
〉
S2
∼ α
′
2
(2pi)10CXS2
1
|z13|2|z23|2 , (5.36)
where CXS2 is a constant. The expectation values of the ghosts and the bosonized supercon-
formal ghosts are given by
〈c(z1)c(z2)c(z3)c(z1)c(z2)c(z3)〉S2 = C
g
S2
|z12|2|z13|2|z23|2, (5.37)
where CgS2 is also a constant, and〈
e−φ(z1)e−φ(z2)
〉
S2
=
1
z12
, (5.38)〈
e−φ˜(z1)e−φ˜(z2)
〉
S2
=
1
z12
, (5.39)
respectively. Collecting all these together, we obtain the following sphere amplitude
AS2 (w = +1;w = −1; k = 0, e00) = e−2λ
〈
cc˜V−1,−1w=+1 (z1) cc˜V−1,−1w=−1 (z2) cc˜V0,0e00(z3)
〉
S2
= 8pi(2pi)10gse00, (5.40)
where we have defined the overall constant as7
CS2 = e
−2λCXS2C
g
S2
=
8pi
g2s
. (5.41)
In this case the amplitude is non-zero in contrast to the amplitude for two winding tachyons
in the previous subsection.
Let us next compute the cylinder amplitude with a single massless boson insertion.
We use the doubling trick, since we need to insert the closed string vertex operator on the
open string world-sheet. We adopt the world-sheet coordinates σα that are related to the
complex coordinate z as
z = e−i(σ
1+iσ2), (5.42)
where σ2 is Euclidean time on world-sheet. We fix the position of the vertex operator at
σ1 = pix, (5.43)
σ2 = 2piy, (5.44)
7Instead of the definition of this constant in Reference [53], we have adjusted it such that AS2 is dimen-
sionless.
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Figure 4. These are the positions of the vertices on the open string world-sheet when we use the
doubling trick.
as is depicted in Figure 4. The ranges of the parameters x and y are given by
0 < x < 1, (5.45)
0 ≤ y < τ. (5.46)
According to the doubling trick, the position of anti-holomorphic part of vertex operator is
given by
σ1 = −pix, (5.47)
σ2 = 2piy, (5.48)
and anti-holomorphic operators are replaced by holomorphic ones. Then the closed string
vertex operator (5.31) is replaced by
V0,0eµν ,kµ=0(x, y) =
2gs
α′
eµν : ∂X
µ
L(pix+ 2piiy) :: ∂X
ν
L(−pix+ 2piiy) :
= −gseµν
∞∑
l1,l2=−∞
αµl1α
ν
l2
exp [piil1(x+ 2iy)] exp [−piil2(x− 2iy)] ,(5.49)
where αµ0 is defined as
αµ0 = (2α
′)
1
2 kˆµ. (5.50)
Using this vertex operator, we can express the cylinder amplitude with a single massless
boson insertion as
AC2(T, β) = 2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
2τ
e−I∂Σ
[
Tr
{
(−1)Gbcb0c0(−1)G
βγ
NS exp
(−2piyHΣNS)
×V0,0eµν ,kµ=0(x, y) exp
(−2pi(τ − y)HΣNS)}
−Tr
{
(−1)Gbcb0c0(−1)G
βγ
R exp
(−2piτHΣR)
×V0,0eµν ,kµ=0(x, y) exp
(−2pi(τ − y)HΣR)}] .(5.51)
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We only need to calculate the world-sheet boson part, since the other parts are the same
in the case of the cylinder amplitude without vertex operator insertion. The non-zero con-
tributions come from the l1 = −l2 terms in the vertex operator (5.49). For the momentum
mode in the Euclidean time direction, the trace is calculated as
Tr
{
exp
[
−2piyα′(kˆ0)2
] [
−gse00
(
α00
)2]
exp
[
−2pi(τ − y)α′(kˆ0)2
]}
= −2gsα′e00
(
2pi
β
)2 ∞∑
n=−∞
n2 exp
[
−2piτα′
(
2pin
β
)2]
= −gse00 β
2
H
β2
(
− β
2
piβ2H
∂
∂τ
){ ∞∑
n=−∞
exp
(
− piβ
2
Hτ
β2
n2
)}
=
gse00
pi
∂
∂τ
{ ∞∑
w=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
du exp(2piiwu) exp
(
− piβ
2
Hτ
β2
u2
)}
=
gse00
pi
β
βH
{
− 1
2τ
3
2
∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
+
piβ2
β2Hτ
5
2
∞∑
w=−∞
w2 exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}
, (5.52)
in the case of periodic boundary condition, and
Tr
{
exp
[
−2piyα′(kˆ0)2
] [
−gse00
(
α00
)2]
exp
[
−2pi(τ − y)α′(kˆ0)2
]}
=
gse00
pi
β
βH
{
− 1
2τ
3
2
∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
+
piβ2
β2Hτ
5
2
∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)ww2 exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}
, (5.53)
in the case of antiperiodic boundary condition, respectively. We have used the Poisson
resummation formula (2.29). In other directions, the trace over momentum mode states
gives
Tr
{
exp
[
−2piyα′(kˆi)2
] [
−gseii
(
αi0
)2]
exp
[
−2pi(τ − y)α′(kˆi)2
]}
= − gseiiLi
2piβHτ
3
2
, (5.54)
where Li is the length we are considering in this direction. For the oscillation modes, we
need to do a lengthy calculation as follows. In the case of l1 = −l2 = −l with l > 0, the
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trace is computed as
Tr
{
exp
[−2piyαµ−lαµl ] [−gseµµαµ−lαµl exp [−piil(x+ 2iy)] exp [−piil(x− 2iy)]]
× exp [−2pi(τ − y)αµ−lαµl ]}
= −gseµµ exp(−2piilx)l
∞∑
n
µ
l
=1
nµl exp
(−2pilnµl τ)
= −gseµµ exp(−2piilx)l
(
− 1
2pil
∂
∂τ
)

∞∑
n
µ
l =1
exp
(−2pilnµl τ)


= − gseµµl exp(−2piilx) exp (−2pilτ){1− exp (−2pilτ)}2 . (5.55)
Similarly, in the case of l1 = −l2 = l we get
Tr
{
exp
[−2piyαµ−lαµl ] [−gseµµαµl αµ−l exp [piil(x+ 2iy)] exp [piil(x− 2iy)]]
× exp [−2pi(τ − y)αµ−lαµl ]}
= − gseµµl exp(2piilx){1− exp (−2pilτ)}2 . (5.56)
For the oscillation modes in total we obtain
Tr

exp

−2piy 9∑
µ3=0
∞∑
l3=1
αµ3−l3α
µ3
l3


×

−gseµν ∞∑
l1,l2=−∞
′
αµl1α
ν
l2
exp [piil1(x+ 2iy)] exp [−piil2(x− 2iy)]


× exp

−2pi(τ − y) 9∑
µ4=0
∞∑
l4=1
αµ4−l4α
µ4
l4




= −gs
[ ∞∏
l=1
{1− exp (−2piτl)}
]−10
×
9∑
µ=0
eµµ
∞∑
l=1
l exp(−2piilx) exp (−2pilτ) + l exp(2piilx)
1− exp (−2pilτ) , (5.57)
where the prime over the sum indicates the exclusion of l1 = 0 and l2 = 0. In order to use
the identity
∞∑
l=1
1
l
ul
1− vl = −
∞∑
n=0
ln (1− uvn) . (5.58)
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we rewrite the sum over l as
∞∑
l=1
l exp(−2piilx) exp (−2pilτ) + l exp(2piilx)
1− exp (−2pilτ)
= − 1
4pi2
∂2
∂x2
[ ∞∑
l=1
[
exp(−2piilx) exp (−2pilτ)
l {1− exp (−2pilτ)}
+
exp(2piilx)
l {1− exp (−2pilτ)} + f(l, τ)
]]
, (5.59)
where f(l, τ) is an arbitrary function of l and τ . We choose f(l, τ) as
f(l, τ) =
−2 exp (−2pilτ)
l {1− exp (−2pilτ)} , (5.60)
so that the terms in the sum over l are combined to be the logarithm of the theta functions
as follows:
∞∑
l=1
[
exp(−2piilx) exp(−2pilτ)
l {1− exp(−2pilτ)} +
exp(2piilx)
l {1− exp(−2pilτ)} +
−2 exp(−2pilτ)
l {1− exp(−2pilτ)}
]
=
∞∑
n=0
{ln [1− exp(−2piix) exp [−2pi(n+ 1)τ ]] + ln [1− exp(2piix) exp(−2pinτ)]
−2 ln [1− exp [−2pi(n+ 1)τ ]]}
= ln [1− exp(2ix)]
+
∞∑
n=1
ln
[{1− exp(2piix) exp(−2pinτ)} {1− exp(−2piix) exp(−2pinτ)}
{1− exp(−2pinτ)}2
]
= ln
[
−2i exp(piix) sin(pix)
∞∏
n=1
1− 2 cos(2pix) exp(−2pinτ) + exp(−4pinτ)
{1− exp(−2pinτ)}2
]
= ln
[
−2pii exp(piix) ϑ1(x|iτ)
ϑ′1(0|iτ)
]
. (5.61)
The sum over l can be expressed neatly as
∞∑
l=1
l exp(−2piilx) exp (−2pilτ) + l exp(2piilx)
1− exp (−2pilτ) = −
1
4pi2
∂2
∂x2
{ln [ϑ1(x|iτ)]} , (5.62)
since the second derivative of the factors in the logarithm with respect to x vanishes except
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for ϑ1(x|iτ). Substituting this into (5.57), we get
Tr

exp

−2piy 9∑
µ3=0
∞∑
l3=1
αµ3−l3α
µ3
l3


×

−gseµν ∞∑
l1,l2=−∞
′
αµl1α
ν
l2
exp [piil1(x+ 2iy)] exp [−piil2(x− 2iy)]


× exp

−2pi(τ − y) 9∑
µ4=0
∞∑
l4=1
αµ4−l4α
µ4
l4




=
gs
4pi2

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

[ ∞∏
l=1
{1− exp (−2piτl)}
]−10
∂2
∂x2
{ln [ϑ1(x|iτ)]} . (5.63)
Now the calculation of all the parts of the trace in (5.51) are complete. Gathering contri-
bution from all these parts, we obtain
AC2(T, β) =
(2pi)3gsβv9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τ6
e−4piτ |T |
2
×
[{
ϑ3 (0|iτ)
ϑ′1 (0|iτ)
}4 [2pie00β2
β2H
τ−2
∞∑
w=−∞
w2 exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
+

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

[τ−1 + 1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{ln [ϑ1(x|iτ)]}
]
×
{ ∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}]
−
{
ϑ2 (0|iτ)
ϑ′1 (0|iτ)
}4 [2pie00β2
β2H
τ−2
∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)ww2 exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)
+

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

[τ−1 + 1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{ln [ϑ1(x|iτ)]}
]
×
{ ∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
− piw
2β2
β2Hτ
)}]]
.
(5.64)
We can infer this form of amplitude from the scattering amplitude at the one-loop level in
string theory (see, e.g., Ref. [63]).
Let us turn to the comparison of this amplitude with the sphere one. We define t as
(5.21) and take large t limit like in the previous subsection. Using the modular transfor-
mation of the Jacobi theta functions (2.25) ∼ (2.28) and
ϑ1(v|τ) = e
3pii
4 τ−
1
2 e
−piiv2
τ ϑ1
(
v
τ
∣∣∣∣−1τ
)
, (5.65)
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we can rewrite the amplitude as
AC2(T, β) =
(2pi)3gsβv9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dt t4 exp
(
− 4pi|T |
2
t
)
×
[{
ϑ3(0|it)
ϑ′1(0|it)
}4 [2pie00β2
β2H
t2
∞∑
w=−∞
w2 exp
(
− piw
2β2t
β2H
)
+

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

[t+ 1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{
ln
[
−it 12 e−pix2tϑ1(ixt|it)
]}]
×
{ ∞∑
w=−∞
exp
(
− piw
2β2t
β2H
)}]
−
{
ϑ4(0|it)
ϑ′1(0|it)
}4 [2pie00β2
β2H
t2
∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)ww2 exp
(
− piw
2β2t
β2H
)
+

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

[t+ 1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{
ln
[
−it 12 e−pix2tϑ1(ixt|it)
]}]
×
{ ∞∑
w=−∞
(−1)w exp
(
− piw
2β2t
β2H
)}]]
.
(5.66)
Since the part which includes x is calculated as
t+
1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{
ln
[
−it 12 e−pix2tϑ1(ixt|it)
]}
=
1
2pi
∂2
∂x2
{ln [ϑ1(ixt|it)]} , (5.67)
and the leading terms in ϑ1(ixt|it) is given by
ϑ1(ixt|it) ≃ ie−(
1
4
−x)pit (1− e−2pit){1− e−2pi(1−x)t} , (5.68)
for large t, the amplitude is approximated as
AC2(T, β) ≃
2gsv9
β9H
∫ ∞
0
dt exp
(
− 4pi|T |
2
t
)
×
[
epit
[
e00t
2 exp
(
− piβ
2t
β2H
)
−

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

 t2e−2pi(1−x)t exp(− piβ2t
β2H
)
+epit
[
e00t
2 exp
(
− piβ
2t
β2H
)
−

 9∑
µ=0
eµµ

 t2e−2pi(1−x)t exp(− piβ2t
β2H
)

 , (5.69)
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Figure 5. The cylinder world-sheet with a massless boson insertion (left) approaches to the sphere
world-sheet with two winding tachyons and a massless boson insertion (right).
where we have omitted the w = 0 terms. The largest contribution comes from the terms
which only include e00 because x < 1. If we keep only this largest contribution, then we
obtain
AC2(T, β) ≃
4gse00v9
β9H
∫ ∞
0
dt t2 exp
(
− 4pi|T |
2
t
− pi β
2 − β2H
β2H
t
)
. (5.70)
Like in the previous subsection, the leading term in the large t region comes from w = 1
terms, which correspond to the cylinder world-sheet wrapping once around the compactified
Euclidean time. By using the modified Bessel function and its asymptotic form (5.26), we
obtain
AC2(T, β) ≃
24
√
2 gse00v9|T | 52
βH
11
2
(
β2 − βH2
) 7
4
exp
(
− 4pi|T |
√
β2 − βH2
βH
)
. (5.71)
Finally, if we take |T | → ∞ and β → βH limit with following quantity held fixed
|T | 72
(β2 − β2H)
7
4
exp

− 4pi|T |
√
β2 − β2H
βH

 = 2 172 pi11βH 112
v9
, (5.72)
the amplitude is approximated as
AC2 (T, β; k = 0, e00) ≃ 8pi(2pi)10gse00, (5.73)
which agrees with sphere amplitude (5.40) including numerical constant. Therefore, if we
take the appropriate limit, the cylinder amplitude with a single massless boson insertion
approaches to the sphere amplitude with two winding tachyons and a single massless boson
insertion, as is depicted in Figure 5. It should be noted that this limit is consistent with
(5.28) in the previous subsection. In other words, if we take this limit, then (5.28) is
automatically satisfied.
6 Stable Minimum near the Hagedorn Temperature
Atick and Witten proposed that the Hagedorn transition occurs via condensation of winding
tachyon, and tried to look for the minimum of the potential of winding tachyon [7]. We
have not succeeded in finding it so far. In the previous section, we have shown that this
winding tachyon corresponds to the boundary of open string in the closed string vacuum
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limit |T | → ∞. In this sense, the proposal of Atick and Witten corresponds to the search
of the potential minimum at the closed string vacuum. However, we now aware the space
of open string tachyon field. It is reasonable to look for the stable minimum in entire space
of the open string tachyon field. We compare the potential energy at closed string vacuum
with that at the open string vacuum slightly below the Hagedorn temperature.
Let us first estimate the potential energy at the closed string vacuum. Atick and Witten
argued that the Hagedorn transition is a first order phase transition [7]. This means that
the winding tachyon has an expectation value at the potential minimum even under the
Hagedorn temperature. The closed string vacuum without winding tachyon condensation is
merely a local minimum of the winding tachyon potential in this case. It is preferable that
we compare the potential energy at the open string vacuum with that at the minimum of
the winding tachyon potential. However, we have not succeeded in computing the winding
tachyon potential so far. We evaluate the potential energy at the closed string vacuum
without winding tachyon condensation instead. In this case the leading term of the finite
temperature effective potential is given by the one-loop free energy of closed string gas. In
order to see the concrete value of free energy of closed string gas, it is convenient to rewrite
that in the S-representation as
Fc(β) = − 4(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫
E
d2τ
τ62
∣∣∣∣ ϑ2(0|τ)ϑ1′(0|τ)
∣∣∣∣
8
[ ∞∑
w=1
{1− (−1)w} exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
)]
, (6.1)
by using the identity (2.20). Let us define dn as
∞∑
n=0
dne
2piinτ ≡ 16pi4
{
ϑ2(0|τ)
ϑ1
′(0|τ)
}4
. (6.2)
For large n, asymptotic formula of dn is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [63])
dn ≃ 2−
11
4 n−
11
4 exp
(
2pi
√
2n
)
. (6.3)
This large n part contribute to the free energy (6.1) when τ2 is small. Substituting this
asymptotic formula into (6.1), we obtain
Fc(β) ≃ − 4(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫ Λ
0
d2τ
τ62
∫ 1
2
− 1
2
× 1
2
11
2 (16pi4)2
×
∑
n,n′
(nn′)−
11
4 exp
[
2pi
√
2
(√
n+
√
n′
)]
× exp [2pii(n − n′)τ1 − 2pi(n+ n′)τ2]× 2 exp
(
− 2piβ
2
β2Hτ2
)
= − v9
2
5
2β10H
∫ Λ
0
d2τ
τ62
exp
(
− 2piβ
2
β2Hτ2
){∑
n
n−
11
2 exp
(
4pi
√
2n − 4piτ2n
)}
, (6.4)
where we have introduced the cut off Λ in order to guarantee the approximation (6.3). In
the second equality we have used the fact that the integral of τ1 yields n = n
′. If we replace
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τ2n by λ in the case that τ2 ≪ 1, then we can approximate the summation over n by an
integral with respect to λ as
∑
n
n−
11
2 exp
(
4pi
√
2n − 4piτ2n
)
→ τ2
9
2
∫ ∞
0
dλ λ−
11
2 exp
(
4pi
√
2λ
τ2
− 4piλ
)
= 2τ2
9
2 e
2pi
τ2
∫ ∞
− 1√
2τ2
dρ
(
ρ+
1√
2τ2
)−10
e−4piρ
2
≃ 2τ2
9
2 e
2pi
τ2
∫ ∞
−∞
dρ
(
1√
2τ2
)−10
e−4piρ
2
= 25τ2
19
2 e
2pi
τ2 , (6.5)
where we have defined ρ as
ρ = λ
1
2 − 1√
2τ2
. (6.6)
Substituting this into (6.4) and setting the β ≃ βH , we obtain
Fc(β) ≃ − 2
5
2 v9
β10H
∫ Λ
0
dτ2 τ
7
2
2 exp
[
− 2pi
β2Hτ2
(
β2 − β2H
)]
≃ − 2
5
2 v9
β10H
∫ Λ
0
dτ2 τ
7
2
2
= − 2
7
2 v9Λ
9
2
32β10H
. (6.7)
This free energy gives the leading contribution to the finite temperature effective potential
at the closed string vacuum Vc,eff .
Vc,eff (β) ≃ − 2
7
2 v9Λ
9
2
32β10H
. (6.8)
It is noteworthy that Vc,eff (β) is finite in the β → βH limit, since Λ is a finite constant. If
the Hagedorn transition is the first order phase transition, then the potential energy at the
minimum of the winding tachyon potential is lower than this one.
Let us next consider the potential energy at the open string vacuum T = 0 (T = 0).
The free energy for a single D9-D9 pair near the Hagedorn temperature is approximated as
(5.23), since small τ part gives the leading term. Substituting T = 0, we obtain
Fo (T = 0, β) ≃ − 4v9
β10H
∫ ∞
0
dt exp
(
−pi β
2 − β2H
β2H
t
)
(6.9)
≃ − 2v9
piβ9H (β − βH)
. (6.10)
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The finite temperature effective potential is given by
Vo,eff ≃ V (T ) + Fo(T, β), (6.11)
up to one-loop order, and it is approximated as
Vo,eff (T = 0, β) ≃ 2τ9v9 − 2v9
piβ9H (β − βH)
. (6.12)
In the case of N D9-D9 pairs, we can compute the finite temperature effective potential
similarly [12]. In this case tachyon field T is an N × N complex matrix. At T = 0, the
potential energy is given by8
Vo,eff (T = 0, β) ≃ 2Nτ9v9 − 2N
2v9
piβ9H (β − βH)
. (6.13)
From this we can see that this potential energy decreases limitlessly as the temperature
approaches to the Hagedorn temperature. Therefore, the potential energy at the open
string vacuum becomes lower than that at the closed string vacuum (6.8). It is preferable
that we compare this potential energy with that at the minimum of the winding tachyon
potential as we have mentioned before. However, the result indicates that, at sufficiently
close to the Hagedorn temperature, the potential energy at the open string vacuum becomes
lower than that at the minimum of the winding tachyon potential as long as the latter is
finite. It is natural to think that the open string vacuum becomes the global minimum near
the Hagedorn temperature. It is important to note that this calculation does not depend
on the choice of Weyl factor, since the boundary term vanishes at T = 0.
7 Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper we have discussed the relation between the Hagedorn transition of closed
strings and the thermal brane creation transition. The main subject of this paper is to
propose the conjecture that D9-brane–D9-brane pairs are created by the Hagedorn transition
of closed strings. In other words, the open string vacuum becomes the stable minimum of
the Hagedorn transition near the Hagedorn temperature.
Then we have shown some circumstantial evidences for this conjecture. First, we have
shown that, in the Matsubara formalism, two types of amplitude of open strings approaches
to closed string ones if we take an appropriate limit. The one-loop free energy of open
strings close to the closed string vacuum has the form of the propagator of winding tachyon.
The sphere amplitude for two winding tachyons vanishes, and the cylinder amplitude also
vanishes if we adopt (5.28) in the closed string vacuum limit |T | → ∞ together with the
Hagedorn temperature limit β → βH . If we take these two limits under the condition
(5.72), the cylinder amplitude with a single massless boson insertion approaches to the
sphere amplitude with two winding tachyons and a single massless boson insertion. These
8The one-loop free energy of closed string gas might contribute this potential. However, the contribution
is very small compared to that of open string gas.
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are examples that we can identify the open string amplitude in the closed string vacuum
limit with the closed string sphere amplitude with some winding tachyons insertion. It
seems reasonable to conclude that we can identify the winding tachyon as the closed string
vacuum limit of the boundary of an open string, which winds once around the compactified
Euclidean time, though we need to investigate much other type of amplitudes in order to
confirm it.
Secondly, we have evaluated the potential energy at the closed string vacuum and at
the open string vacuum. We have shown that the potential energy at the open string
vacuum decreases limitlessly as the temperature approaches to the Hagedorn temperature.
Therefore, the potential energy at the open string vacuum becomes lower than that at the
closed string vacuum as long as the latter is finite. From this we may say that the open
string vacuum becomes the global minimum in entire space of the open string tachyon
field near the Hagedorn temperature. This is the property that the stable minimum of the
Hagedorn transition is expected to have.
We have discussed only type IIB string theory case in this paper. However, we expect
that almost the same argument holds for the type IIA string theory case. That is to say,
non-BPS D9-branes are created by the Hagedorn transition of closed strings. We need to
check this case precisely including the overall numerical factors of amplitudes and so on.
In the calculation of the one-loop free energy of open strings in the framework of BSFT,
we need to overcome the problem of the choice of the Weyl factors in the two boundaries
of the one-loop world-sheet [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52]. However, if we can
reproduce the same result by using another method, it reinforces our previous studies. We
have computed free energy of open strings on a D-brane–anti-D-brane pair based on thermo
field dynamics (TFD). This free energy agrees with that based on Matsubara formalism [64].
In the framework of TFD, we can derive free energy in the ideal gas approximation without
handling with loop calculation.
We can also analyze D-brane–anti-D-brane pairs at finite temperature by using bound-
ary conformal field theory (BCFT). We are not confronted with a problem of the choice of
the Weyl factors if we compute amplitudes in the framework of BCFT. The thermodynamic
properties are investigated by using BCFT as S-brane thermodynamics [65] [66]. In this case
the boundary action is chosen as that corresponding to the Wick rotated version of rolling
tachyon configuration. Previously, the one-loop partition function is calculated based on
BCFT by Sugawara [61]. Furthermore, Gaiotto, Itzhaki and Rastelli have advocated that
the disk scattering amplitude of m closed string at the closed string vacuum is equivalent to
a sphere amplitude with m+1 closed string insertion in the context of imaginary D-branes
[67]. Their calculation might be useful if we compute various amplitudes in the Matsubara
formalism on the basis of BCFT, instead of BSFT.
As we have mentioned in §3, we have investigated the thermal brane creation transition
in the case of multiple D9-D9 pairs previously. We have concluded that a large number
N of D9-D9 pairs are created simultaneously, since the critical temperature is a decreasing
function of N as long as the ’t Hooft coupling is very small. However, this means that we
have to perform a non-perturbative calculation in order to investigate the thermodynamical
behavior of strings and branes in the final stage of the phase transition. We need to evaluate
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the potential energy at the open string vacuum non-perturbatively. It would be interesting
to study based on, for example, the matrix model [68], the IIB matrix model [69] and the
USp matrix model [70] [71]. The K-matrix model might also be useful, as it explicitly
contains open string tachyon [72] [73] [74].
The correspondence of amplitude which we have calculated in §5 is satisfied only in the
case of a single D9-D9 pair, instead of multiple D9-D9 pairs. We need to check whether this
result is consistent with the previous result that multiple D9-D9 pairs are created simul-
taneously in the thermal brane creation transition. For this reason, we have to investigate
thermodynamic properties of strings close to closed string vacuum more precisely.
Finally, the phase transition from closed strings to spacetime-filling branes is reminis-
cent of the phase transition in the Plank solid model of Schwarzschild black holes [75]. In
order to show the validity of this model, we need to show that closed strings are excited
enough to reach the critical temperature of the Hagedorn transition in the vicinity of the
would-be horizon, and that the world volume theory of D9-D9 pairs at large ’t Hooft cou-
pling at high temperature is effectively described by topological field theories. Originally
Witten has constructed topological field theories in order to describe unbroken phase of
quantum gravity or string theory [76] [77] [78] [79] [80]. In this phase it is expected that
general covariance is confined and unbroken, and there are no propagating degrees of free-
dom. In this sense, we would like to show that the unbroken phase of strings consists of
a large number N of D9-D9 pairs. It would be also interesting to investigate the rela-
tion between our work and phase of “nothing", which is expected to be generated via the
condensation of closed string winding tachyon [81] [82].
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A S-representation and F-representation
In this appendix we briefly explain the transformation between one-loop free energy of
closed string gas in the S-representation and that in the F-representation by using unfolding
technique [26] [27]. In the bosonic string and the heterotic string cases, the transformation
is shown in Ref. [26]. We see how this unfolding technique are applied to the transformation
in our type II superstring case in this appendix.
The transformation is shown by using PSL(2,Z) modular transformation. This trans-
formation is generated by shift T and inversion S, which is given by (2.16) and (2.17),
respectively. A general transformation is given by
τ ′ = M(τ) =
aτ + b
cτ + d
, (A.1)
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where a, b, c and d are integers, and satisfy
ad− bc = 1. (A.2)
This can be represented 2× 2 matrix as
M =
(
a b
c d
)
. (A.3)
Let us denote the greatest common divisor of integers x and y as [x, y] as we have done in
§2. From the condition (A.2), we can easily show that the integers c and d satisfy
[c, d] = 1, (A.4)
that is, c and d are relatively prime. Two transformations M and M ′, which have the
same lower row entries (c, d), are related by the shift T . This can be shown as follows. If
we denote the upper row entries of M and M ′ as (a, b) and (a′, b′), respectively, then the
condition (A.2) for M and M ′ are written as ad− bc = 1 and a′d− b′c = 1. These integers
satisfy (a− a′)d = (b− b′)c. Since c and d are relatively prime, a and b are represented as
a = a′ + lc and b = b′ + ld, respectively, where l is an appropriate integer. This is exactly
the succession of the shift transformations l times, i.e., T l. The modular transformations
are classified into families labeled by c and d. We denote the transformation M whose lower
row entries are (c, d) as M(c, d).
In order to show the relation between F-representation and S-representation, we need
to transform the domain of integration from fundamental region F into half strip region
S (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Within each family, there exists a unique transformation
Q(c, d) ∈M(c, d) which maps the fundamental domain F into the half strip region S. Let
us denote the image of F under Q(c, d) as S(c, d). The union of S(c, d) makes up the entire
half strip region [26], namely,
S =
⋃
c,d
S(c, d). (A.5)
Thus, if we can show that the integrand in (2.18) is transformed to that in (2.15) by Q(c, d),
this transformation connects the F-representation and S-representation.
Now, we describe the relation between the sum over m and n in the F-representation
(2.18) and the sum over w in the S-representation (2.15). These integers are connected by
Q(c, d). From (A.1), the transformation of τ2 reads
τ ′2 =
τ2
(cτ1 + d)
2 + (cτ2)2
. (A.6)
It should be noted that this transformation does not depend on a and b. Applying this
transformation to the sum over w (without (−1)w) in the one-loop free energy in the S-
representation (2.15), we obtain
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
)
=
∞∑
w=1
exp
[
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
{
(cτ1 + d)
2 + (cτ2)
2
}]
=
∞∑
w=1
exp
[
− 2piβ
2
β2Hτ2
{
(wcτ1 + wd)
2 + (wcτ2)
2
}]
, (A.7)
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where we have assumed that the factors depending on c or d do not arise from the other
factors in (2.15). We here introduce the relation between m, n, w, c and d as [26]
[m,n] = w, (A.8)
m = wc, (A.9)
n = wd. (A.10)
We can derive the sum over m and n in the one-loop free energy in the F-representation
(2.18) by taking sum not only over w but also over relatively prime pair of integers (c, d):
∑
c, d, [c,d]=1
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
)
=
∞∑
m,n=−∞
′
exp
[
− 2piβ
2
β2Hτ2
{
(mτ1 + n)
2 + (mτ2)
2
}]
=
∞∑
m,n=−∞
′
exp
[
− 2piβ
2
β2Hτ2
(
n2 +m2|τ |+ 2τ1mn
)]
=
∞∑
m,n=−∞
′
e−Sβ(m,n). (A.11)
This factor corresponds to the first term in the braces in (2.18). The sum over c and d
comes from the union of the domain of integration S(c, d). We can derive the other terms
in the braces in (2.18) from (2.15) by performing similar calculation.
For concreteness, let us consider the case that (c, d) = (−1, 0) as an example. In this
case the modular transformation Q(−1, 0) is the inversion S, namely,
Q(−1, 0) : τ → τ ′ = − 1
τ
. (A.12)
Let us denote the one-loop free energy in the S-representation (2.15), whose domain of
integration is restricted to S(c, d), as FS(c,d). In our case, the domain of integration S(−1, 0)
is depicted in Figure 6. Applying (A.12) to FS(−1,0), we obtain
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Figure 6. Shaded region is the domain of integration S(−1, 0).
FS(−1,0)(β) = −
8(2pi)8v9
β10H
∫
S(−1,0)
d2τ ′
τ ′2
2
1
τ ′2
4
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ ′)∣∣8
×
[{(
ϑ43 − ϑ44
) (
ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44
)
+ ϑ42ϑ¯
4
2
}
(0|τ ′)
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ
′
2
)
−{(ϑ43 − ϑ44) ϑ¯42 + ϑ42 (ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44)} (0|τ ′)
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ
′
2
)]
= − 8(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫
F
d2τ
τ22
(τ21 + τ
2
2 )
4
τ24
1∣∣ϑ1′ (0 ∣∣− 1τ )∣∣8
×
[{(
ϑ43 − ϑ44
) (
ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44
)
+ ϑ42ϑ¯
4
2
}(
0
∣∣∣∣− 1τ
)
×
∞∑
w=1
exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
(τ21 + τ
2
2 )
)
−{(ϑ43 − ϑ44) ϑ¯42 + ϑ42 (ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯44)}
(
0
∣∣∣∣− 1τ
)
×
∞∑
w=1
(−1)w exp
(
− 2piw
2β2
β2Hτ2
(τ21 + τ
2
2 )
)]
= − 8(2pi)
8v9
β10H
∫
F
d2τ
τ26
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ)∣∣8
×
[{(
ϑ43 − ϑ42
) (
ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯42
)
+ ϑ44ϑ¯
4
4
}
(0|τ)
∞∑
w=1
e−Sβ(−w,0)
−{(ϑ43 − ϑ42) ϑ¯44 + ϑ44 (ϑ¯43 − ϑ¯42)} (0|τ) ∞∑
w=1
(−1)we−Sβ(−w,0)
]
,
(A.13)
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where we have used the modular transformation of the Jacobi theta functions (2.25) ∼
(2.28), and the invariance of d2τ/τ2
2 under PSL(2,Z) transformation. On the other hand,
if we denote the one-loop free energy in the F-representation (2.18) restricted to one pair
of (c,d) using the relation (A.9) and (A.10) as FF(c,d), then FF(−1,0) is represented as
FF(−1,0)(β) = −
8(2pi)8v9
β10H
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
1∣∣ϑ1′(0|τ)∣∣8
∞∑
w=1
′
e−Sβ(−w,0)
×{(ϑ42ϑ¯42 + ϑ43ϑ¯43 + ϑ44ϑ¯44) (0|τ) + (−1)−w (ϑ42ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯42) (0|τ)
−(−1)−w (ϑ42ϑ¯43 + ϑ43ϑ¯42) (0|τ) − (ϑ43ϑ¯44 + ϑ44ϑ¯43) (0|τ)} . (A.14)
From this we can see that FS(−1,0) agrees with FF(−1,0). Similarly, we can show that the
same relation between FS(c,d) and FS(c,d), that is,
FS(c,d) = FF(c,d). (A.15)
The one-loop free energy in the S-representation is the sum of FS(c,d) over relatively prime
pair of integers (c, d), and that in the F-representation is also the sum of FF(c,d). We
therefore arrive at the conclusion that the one-loop free energy in the S-representation
(2.15) agrees with that in the F-representation (2.18). It should be noted that we can
not specify what mode in the S-representation corresponds to each (m,n)-mode in the F-
representation. Each (m,n)-mode corresponds to w-mode whose domain of integration is
restricted to the union of S(c, d), where c, d and w satisfy the relation (A.8) ∼ (A.10).
Finally, we explain the construction of Q(c, d) for each c and d from the series of the
shift T and the inversion S [26]. Let us consider Q(−c, d) in the case that d > c > 1,
for example. We choose −c instead of c for the later convenience. In order to see the
construction of Q(−c, d), it is useful to prepare a finite sequence of sets of positive integers
(n1; c1, d1), (n2; c2, d2), · · · , (nf ; cf , df ). From c and d, we define the first set (n1; c1, d1) as
n1 =
[
d
c
]
, (A.16)
c1 = n1c− d, (A.17)
d1 = c, (A.18)
where [x] denotes the smallest integer n with n ≥ x. By using Euclidean algorithm, we
obtain
[c1, d1] = [n1c− d, c] = [−d, c] = 1. (A.19)
Since c 6= 1, c > c1 ≥ 1. Similarly, we can define recursively (ni; ci, di) as
ni =
[
di−1
ci−1
]
, (A.20)
ci = nici−1 − di−1, (A.21)
di = ci−1. (A.22)
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If ci−1 6= 1, then ci−1 > ci > 0. Since
[ci, di] = [nici−1 − di−1, ci−1] = [−di−1, ci−1] = 1, (A.23)
ci and di is relatively prime. When ci−1 = 1, we denote such an index i as f , and nf = df−1,
cf = 0, df = 1. We obtain the series of integers (ni; ci, di) like this. By using this sequence
of positive integers, we can represent Q(−c, d) as
Q(−c, d) = T jMf (−cf , df )Mf−1(−cf−1, df−1) · · ·M2(−c2, d2)M1(−c1, d1), (A.24)
where j is an appropriate integer. We need T j in order to guarantee that this transformation
maps the fundamental domain F into the half strip region S. For the case other than
d > c ≥ 1, we can boil down to this case by operating K at first, where K is a product of
−I, TS or (TS)−1 [26]. Thus, Q(−c, d) can be represented as
Q(−c, d) = T jMf (−cf , df )Mf−1(−cf−1, df−1) · · ·M2(−c2, d2)M1(−c1, d1)K. (A.25)
In this way, Q(−c, d) are concretely constructed from the generators of PSL(2,Z) modular
transformation for each relatively prime pair of integers (c, d). By using these Q(−c, d)’s,
we can transform the one-loop free energy of closed string gas in the S-representation (2.15)
into that in the F-representation (2.18).
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